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Thank you for your Official Information Act request, received on 6 March 2015.  You 

requested the following: 

 

“All papers, briefings, emails, advice and other documents pertaining to amendments to 

be made to the Resource Management Act.” 

 

Following communication with a Treasury official, you agreed to narrow the scope of your 

request to: 

 

“all formal advice relating to potential RMA amendments provided by the Treasury to 

the Minister of Finance since September 2014”. 

 

On 7 April 2015 we extended the time limit for deciding on your request by an additional 30 

working days. 

 

Information Being Released 

Please find enclosed the following documents: 

 

Item Date Document Description Decision 

1.  1 September 

2014 

Treasury Report: Update on Work Underway 

on the Resource Management System 

Release in part 

2.  28 October 2014 Aide Memoire: Resource Management 

Reform 

Release in part 

 

I have decided to release the documents listed above, subject to information being withheld 

under one or more of the following sections of the Official Information Act, as applicable:  

• advice still under consideration, section 9(2)(f)(iv) – to maintain the current 
constitutional conventions protecting the confidentiality of advice tendered by Ministers 
and officials. 

The document dated 28 October 2014 refers to an “Auckland Council Paper”.  For clarity, we 
note that this paper reflected the views of selected Auckland Council Staff working in the 



 

2 

RMA sector.  We understand the views in the paper had not been reviewed or endorsed by 
elected representatives. 

Information Publicly Available 

The following information is also covered by your request and is publicly available on the 

Treasury website: 

 

Item Date Document Description Website Address 

1.  November 2014 Briefing to the Incoming Minister of 

Finance: Letter from the Secretary to 

the Treasury to the Minister of 

Finance: Taking Forward Your 

Priorities 

http://www.treasury.govt.nz/public

ations/briefings/2014-

priorities/bim-14-priorities.pdf  

 

Accordingly, I have refused your request for the documents listed in the above table under 

section 18(d) of the Official Information Act – the information requested is or will soon be 

publicly available.  

 

Some relevant information has been removed from the above document and we believe this 

information should continue to be withheld under the Official Information Act, on the grounds 

described in the documents. 

 

Information to be Withheld 

There are additional documents covered by your request that I have decided to withhold in 

full under the following section of the Official Information Act: 

• advice still under consideration, section 9(2)(f)(iv) – to maintain the current 
constitutional conventions protecting the confidentiality of advice tendered by Ministers 
and officials. 

In making my decision, I have considered the public interest considerations in section 9(1) of 

the Official Information Act.  

 

Please note that this letter (with your personal details removed) and enclosed documents 

may be published on the Treasury website. 

 

This fully covers the information you requested.  You have the right to ask the Ombudsman 

to investigate and review my decision.  

 

Yours sincerely 

 

 

 

 

Mark Vink 

Acting Manager, Natural Resources 
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Treasury Report: Update on Work Underway on the Resource 
Management System 

Executive Summary 

The resource management (RM) system has a wide-ranging impact on New Zealand’s 
social, cultural and economic well-being. It is therefore important to make sure that the 
system is working well. This report seeks to inform you of work underway to improve 
understanding of the RM system and to provide initial thinking on opportunities for 
improvement in the short term. No decisions are sought at this stage.  

Despite the importance of the RM system, there is no comprehensive view of how the whole 
system is working in practice. As such, it is difficult to determine whether any improvements 
can or should be made to the system and therefore whether any central government 
resources should be invested in improving the system through either using the tools already 
available or through further reform.  
 
The Ministry for the Environment is leading a work programme to address this gap. This work 
will investigate the incentives on decision makers, the capability and capacity of decision 
makers, the efficiency of the current system and its processes, and whether the system 
provides the right tools and flexibility to respond to new and emerging issues. The Treasury 
is closely involved with this work and supports the proposed approach.  
 
This work programme will build on work undertaken to date, including the current resource 
management reform programme (including the proposed Bill) and policy- specific work 
programmes, such as housing and freshwater management. It will inform advice to Ministers 
on the system, including following the election.  
 
Short-term opportunities to improve the system will be identified as the work develops, which 
support the enhancement of the system, while the broader work programme is undertaken.  
The earliest opportunities to improve the system are expected to be through increased and 
more targeted use of national direction, ambitious implementation of the proposed national 
template and improving the system’s processes and efficiency. While further work is still 
required, it is expected that significant progress can be made on these opportunities in the 
next 12 months.  
 
Engagement will be sought with Ministers on the work programme and short term 
opportunities for improvement in due course. This is likely to include discussion of the level of 
ambition for the work programme and resourcing available. A report updating you on the 
progress of this work, including the short term opportunities for improvement, will be provided 
in late 2014. Please advise if you would like a meeting to discuss or earlier reporting.  

Recommended Action 

We recommend that you: 
 
a Note that officials are undertaking work to assess the performance of the resource 

management system and to explore options for improving the system 
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b Note that this work is focusing on four key questions: 

 

• Does the system generate the right incentives for decision makers? 

• Do decision makers have the sufficient capability and capacity to make 

decisions? 

• Is the system and its processes operating efficiently? 

• Does the system provide the right tools and flexibility to respond to new and 

emerging issues? 

 
c Note that in the short term, there are likely to be opportunities to improve the system 

including increased and more targeted use of national direction, ambitious introduction 
of the proposed national template and improving the system’s processes  
 

d Note that a report has been produced for the Treasury which identifies potential 
opportunities for standardising planning activities, particularly in relation to residential 
activities 
 

e Note that a report updating you on this work and where possible, recommendations for 
changes, will be provided to you in late 2014 
 

f Indicate if you wish to discuss this briefing, and 
 
Yes/no 
Minister of Finance 
 

g Refer to the Minister for the Environment. 
 

Refer/not referred 

Minister of Finance 
  
 
 
 
 
Mark Vink 
Principal Advisor, Natural Resources 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Hon Bill English  
Minister of Finance 
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Treasury Report: Update on Work Underway on the Resource 
Management System 

Purpose of Report 

1. This report informs you of work underway to form a view of the performance of the 
resource management (RM) system, which will inform advice on possible opportunities 
to further improve the system. Some areas have already been identified that are 
expected to generate significant improvements to the system and where substantial 
progress could be made in the next 12 months.  

 
2. Engagement will be sought with Ministers on the work programme and short term 

opportunities for improvement in due course. This discussion may include 
consideration of the level of ambition and resourcing required.  

Analysis 

Introduction 
 
3. The RM system has a wide ranging impact on New Zealand’s social, cultural and 

economic well-being. It is therefore important to understand how the system is 
performing in practice and whether it is generating good outcomes.  

 
4. The RM system comprises many parts, which determine the system’s overall impact 

and outcomes. The system is made up of the Resource Management Act 1991 (the 
Act), rules made under the Act (e.g. National Policy Statements and planning 
documents), decisions made under those rules (e.g. decisions on individual resource 
consent applications), and the interaction with other regimes which influence decision 
making.  

 
5. Despite the importance of the system, currently there is no comprehensive view of how 

the whole system is operating in practice. Without this view, it is difficult to identify 
whether any improvements can or should be made and therefore whether any central 
government resources should be invested into making further use of the tools available 
or making further changes the system. If multiple improvements are identified, 
understanding the whole system will enable central government resources to be 
prioritised to areas of the biggest gain.  

 
6. To address this gap the Ministry for the Environment (MfE) are leading a work 

programme to develop a comprehensive view of how RM system is operating in 
practice. This work will provide an analysis of the efficiency and effectiveness of the 
system and will include assessing whether further improvements can be made. As this 
work will look at all parts of the system, resulting recommendations may range from 
changes to the underlying primary legislation through to changes to the way that the 
Act is being implemented and using the existing tools available. It will build on the 
current reform programme, which is expected to generate benefits, but not resolve all 
issues within the system.  

 
7. While this work programme is intended to be undertaken over the next few years, 

improvements are expected to be identified as the work develops. Some opportunities 
to improve the system in the short term have already been identified, which will support 
the enhancement of the system, while the broader work programme is undertaken. 
These are identified at the end of this report. 
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8. MfE are engaging with other central government departments as part of this work. The 
Treasury is closely linked into this work and supports the proposed approach. As 
outlined later in the report, questions regarding the level of ambition and resourcing will 
need to be resolved in due course. No engagement with stakeholders (e.g. local 
government) is planned in the short term, but this will be important before final 
decisions are made.  

 
Focus of the work programme 
 
9. To form an overall view of how the RM system is operating in practice, this work 

programme is focusing on four key questions: 
 
• Does the system generate the right incentives for decision makers? 

 

• Do decision makers have sufficient capability and capacity to make decisions? 
 

• Is the system and its processes operating efficiently? 
 

• Does the system provide the right tools and flexibility to respond to new and 
emerging issues? 

 
Each of these questions will be discussed in more detail below, and initial conclusions 
about opportunities for improvements are outlined in the following section. The 
remainder of this section discusses factors that will need to be considered as part of 
this work. 
 

10. Many structures within the system reflect value judgments on the correct balance 
between factors such as: 

 
• National direction and local decision making 
 
• Community views and expert opinion 

 

• Providing flexibility to assess each application and providing certainty through 
clear rules 

 

• Public and private interests. 
 

Assessing the performance of the system will involve judgments about whether these 
balances are appropriate. Improvements to the system will be investigated, including 
consideration of whether the current balance is appropriate. Indications from the work 
undertaken to date suggest that some structures are weighted in ways which do not 
reflect current preferences, for example between national and local decision making as 
discussed later in the report in relation to the use of national direction.   
 

11. A critical part of this work will be defining what makes a good decision. Without this, it 
will be difficult to determine how well the system is working. The characteristics of a 
good decision are likely to include: 

 
• supporting quality social, cultural, economic and environmental outcomes 
 

• being based on sufficient, quality information  
 

• appropriate balance between local and national priorities  
 

• appropriate balance between public and private interests 
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• informed by the views of the affected stakeholders 
 

• being taken in line with best practice and any relevant guidelines.  
 

Decision outcomes may differ based on the context, such as if the proposal has local 
and national impacts or if it is a significant piece of regional infrastructure. The rest of 
this report assumes that a ‘good’ or ‘optimal’ decision is one taken in line with the 
principles above and that the system should seek to support and not hinder such 
decisions.  
 

12. There are close links between the RM system and other areas, such as local 
government. The interrelated nature of the different systems makes it difficult to assess 
performance of the RM system in isolation. However, undertaking a review of the 
resource management system and all the interrelated systems would be impractical to 
complete in a reasonable amount of time and with the resources available. As such, 
this work programme focuses on the RM system, and will recognise the links with other 
systems and areas. Over time, the comprehensive view of the performance of the RM 
system may help improve the consistency between the different systems. 

 

Does the RM system generate the right incentives for decision makers? 

13. The current system involves decisions being made by a number of different players 
including central government, regional and district councils, boards of inquiries and the 
Environment Court. Most of these decisions are devolved to non-central government 
decision makers.  
 

14. Each of these decision makers face their own incentives, both from within the RM 
system and from outside, which drive the decisions that they make. Understanding the 
incentives on each of the players is vital to ensuring that the system is generating the 
right outcomes.  
 

15. The Treasury has already undertaken analysis on the incentives facing local 
authorities, which may lead to them withholding residential land supply. The lessons 
from this work can be applied more broadly to the wider RM system, as the incentives 
to withhold housing supply can also apply to other controversial or unpopular decisions, 
such as putting limits on land use activities, or allowing new infrastructure. 
 

16. For example, while a particular decision maker may have the best information to be 
able to make a decision, there may be little incentive for them to make good decisions. 
This can be seen when local councils are developing their regional or local plan. Local 
councils often hold the best information on the requirements and needs of their 
community, but this close connection to their community can also make it more difficult 
for them to make good decisions that are controversial or unpopular. As a result, the 
decision may not be in the best interest of all stakeholders, may not be in the national 
or public interest, or may not be the best decision over the longer term. Instead, the 
decision may favour those who are most strongly connected to the council and who 
have the most say in the community. Making a difficult decision may also be delayed 
as long as possible, creating additional costs in the future when the decision is finally 
taken.  
 

17. The incentive for councils to not make unpopular decisions is greater when decisions 
are made by elected officials. As councillors face election every three years, they may 
have a natural tendency to delay or avoid difficult decisions or make poor decisions to 
ensure that they are re-elected.  
 

18. Other perverse incentives are also created when a decision creates a legal liability for 
the council, reduces council revenue, increases council costs or impacts on the local 
council’s internal planning (e.g. subdivision plans altering council projections for 
infrastructure demand and location).  
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19. The perverse incentives discussed above on local council decision makers do not 

indicate that they are not necessarily the best party to make local planning decisions. 
Local councils still have better information on the needs and desires of their local 
communities to inform their decision making. But the RM system should recognise that 
they do not always have the right incentives to make the best decision. As such, 
consideration could be given to other mechanisms or incentives to improve the 
decision making.  
 

20. While analysis has been undertaken on the incentives on local government, less work 
has been undertaken on the incentives on other decision makers in the system, such 
as boards of inquiry and the Environment Court,.  While many of the decisions in the 
system are the responsibility of local government, boards of inquiry and the 
Environment Court also make decisions and in many cases, they make decisions on 
larger and/or more contentious issues so it is similarly important that they have the right 
incentives.  
 

21. While this work has not been completed, recent changes have already been made to 
improve incentives on decision makers through providing more national direction. For 
example, the recent amendments to the National Policy Statement on Freshwater have 
created a requirement that local government considers water quality matters and have 
a plan in place for ensuring that water quality levels are maintained and improved. 
Implementing this policy will require difficult decisions by local councils and their 
communities about what level of water quality is desirable and how land use is 
managed to reach these targets. But without the direction from central government, 
some local councils would have been likely to defer the difficult decisions as long as 
possible. In the meantime, water quality would have reduced and consequently the 
costs of improving the water quality to a suitable level in the future would have risen. 
Being aware of the incentives in place will assist in the identification of other areas that 
may need to be addressed.  

 

Do decision makers have the sufficient capability and capacity to make decisions? 

22. In addition to considering whether the right incentives are in place for decision makers, 
it is equally important that the decision makers have sufficient capability and capacity to 
make decisions. A lack of capability and/or capacity can lead to a variety of perverse 
outcomes, including delays in decision making, overly costly decision making 
processes, information not be considered or not considered appropriately, and 
ultimately inappropriate decisions being made. 

 
23. In one recent example for a major private infrastructure project, the relevant district 

council did not have the in-house technical capability to consider the consent 
application. As a result, consultants were hired to assess the application and cost 
recovery was sought from the applicant. Given the scale of the project, the cost of the 
consultants added significantly to the resource consent application cost. While this may 
be the optimal solution in situations where the skills are only required occasionally, this 
example demonstrates some of the potential consequences of decision makers not 
having the appropriate skills to undertake their decision making duties. Most 
importantly, however, it is important that councils all have access to the range of skills 
needed to perform their responsibilities.  
 

24. Similar capability differences may also occur between different boards of inquiry. A 
board of inquiry can be appointed to consider nationally significant resource consent 
applications. The Act sets out the requirements for the board, such as the number of 
members and the broad types of expertise required, but as a new board is established 
for each proposal, there could be quite significant differences between each one. 
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25. As resource decisions become increasingly science-based, the ability of decision 
makers to understand and interpret technical information is going to become 
increasingly important. This is likely to make capability constraints more acute.  
 

26. While more work is required to fully understand the capability and capacity of decision 
makers, early indications suggest that there are some capability and/or capacity 
constraints within local government. Similar constraints could be in place for other 
decision makers, such as boards of inquiry, but work is less advanced in these areas.  
 

27. A variety of solutions could be investigated to overcome the capability and capacity 
constraints. These include increased national direction through rules or guidance (e.g. 
through National Policy Statements or National Environment Standards) or direct 
measures to improve capacity and/or capability (e.g. through providing access to 
specialist expertise, or encouraging/requiring councils to work together).  

 

Is the system operating efficiently? 

28. The RM system includes a number of processes, such as for preparing and amending 
plans and considering consent applications. Inefficiencies in these systems could be 
creating unnecessary uncertainty and adding unnecessary time and cost into the 
existing processes.  
 

29. In the current system, plans governing the management of resources regularly take 
seven to eight years to prepare. During the seven or eight year planning process, the 
environment that the plan is operating in is likely to have changed, meaning that by the 
time that the new plan is finally implemented it may no longer be suitable. This work will 
look at the current planning processes to see if there are opportunities to improve this 
process.  

 
30. In addition to improving the timeliness of processes within the system, there may also 

be opportunities to improve the effectiveness of processes. For example, substantial 
consultation is currently undertaken with the public on district and regional plans during 
their preparation to enable communities to comment on the rules that affect them. But if 
the consultation is not undertaken in way that enables the community to engage (e.g. 
inaccessible documents that are too long and/or not written in plain English), then the 
substantial time and resources currently devoted to consultation may be being wasted. 
 

31. The content of individual plans may also be creating inefficiencies and additional costs, 
such as through requiring more consents than necessary. Across New Zealand, there 
is variation in what is permitted in plans and therefore differences in the costs, time and 
uncertainty associated with undertaking particular activities. It is important to 
understand why these differences exist and whether unnecessary time, cost and 
uncertainty is being introduced in some areas. In some cases, this variation may 
indicate a difference between providing flexibility in rules and certainty for applicants. 
But there may be a preference to provide national direction to create consistency on 
some rules, such as permitted activities.  
 

32. Only preliminary work has been undertaken to date on the efficiency of the system but 
early indications show that there are processes that are very long and are likely to be 
adding significant delay and cost into the system. Benefit will be gained through the 
proposed reform programme, such as the proposed amendments to deliver more 
timely Environment Court proceedings.  
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Does the RM system provide the right tools and flexibility to respond to new and 
emerging issues? 

33. Not all situations that we are now facing were anticipated when the Act was 
implemented 20 years ago. As part of looking at the system, it is useful to also assess 
the ability of the system to address new and upcoming challenges in a timely manner.   
 

34. Recent experiences with novel and more flexible tools may provide lessons for how to 
make the whole system more resilient to change. Two particular issues are currently 
being considered within the RM system – freshwater management and housing supply. 
Both of these areas are still developing but are requiring new thinking about how 
resources are managed and how the system is able to assist and support decision 
making.  

 

Freshwater management - System’s ability to look at the aggregate effect of proposals. 

35. In recent years it has become clear that some natural resources, such as freshwater, 
are reaching capacity constraints. Work currently underway to address freshwater 
issues shows some of the difficulties associated with managing resources at, or near, 
capacity constraints.   
 

36. As the NPS on freshwater is implemented by councils, additional tools may be required 
to effectively meet the new requirements. One such area may be considering how the 
RM system can enable trading without creating high transaction costs.  

 

Housing supply - Suitability for growing areas  

37. Growing urban areas, including Auckland, face a variety of issues, including identifying 
the appropriate level, type and location of development, affordability and type of 
housing and the supply, upgrade and maintenance of infrastructure. Many of these 
issues are addressed through the planning regime set out by the RM system, but as 
discussed above, local government is not always incentivised to make good decisions.  
 

38. If the RM system does not provide sufficient tools to manage growing urban areas, new 
tools may be needed. Such tools could be provided for through amendments to the 
current system; however, some potential solutions may involve looking outside the 
system to address urban related issues.  
 

39. A new tool has already been developed, on a temporary basis to facilitate an increased 
supply of housing. The Housing Accords and Special Housing Areas Act 2013 
(HASHA) provides a mechanism for fast-tracking planning and consenting tools to 
bring more houses to the market in a more timely manner, but is only available for the 
next few years. The experience with developing and implementing this Act may provide 
lessons for the whole system, to address housing or other issues.  

 
Initial conclusions on short term priorities 
 

40. Most of the work outlined in the briefing to date is a longer term work programme 
designed to develop a comprehensive view of the RM system. However, indications 
already show that there are likely to be some short term opportunities to improve the 
system. These opportunities are expected to provide significant benefits. They will also 
build on existing work including the current reform programme and will not compromise 
the longer term work programme.  
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41. The short term opportunities include: 

 
• Increased and more targeted use of national direction 

 
• Ambitious implementation of the proposed national template 

 

• Improving the system’s processes  
 

Work is underway to further develop advice on each of these opportunities, alongside 
the longer term work. It is expected that significant progress can be made in the next 
12 months with current resourcing. Additional benefits or earlier implementation may be 
able to be achieved if extra resources were available.  

 

Increased and more targeted use of national direction 

42. The current RM system enables central government to direct how decision makers use 
their powers within the system. Moving some decision making from local to central 
government may overcome some capacity and capability gaps and perverse 
incentives. There are choices about how this direction is provided, such as through 
existing tools such as National Policy Statements, or through the proposed National 
Template.  

 
43. The use of national direction would be enhanced by a clearer articulation of in what 

situations and how national direction is provided. To date, national direction has been 
provided on an ad hoc basis, responding to issues as they become apparent.  
 

44. A more explicit framework outlining when and why national direction will be provided 
would have multiple benefits. It would: 

 
• Enable topics for central direction to be identified proactively rather than when a 

problem becomes evident.   
 

• Enable central government and stakeholder effort to be prioritised to the areas 
that are most urgent or that will have the biggest impact.  

 

• Provide a clear signal to non-central government decision makers about where 
direction will be provided, even if some of the direction may be developed in the 
future, enabling local government to prioritise their work and planning.  

 
A clear framework would also help identify situations where national direction should 
not be used.  
 

45. Work is currently underway within MfE to identify a framework for how and when 
national direction should be given. Initial thinking from the Treasury indicates that 
central direction should be considered in situations such as where: 
 

• An issue is a national priority, or 
 

• There is benefit from national consistency, or 
 

• Producing regional variation requires additional costs, but little or no benefits, or 
 

• The technical nature of the issue may mean that there are capacity or capability 
constraints limiting local decision making, or 

 
• It could overcome perverse incentives on local decision making. 
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46. Work is already underway on a number of pieces of national direction, such as land 
supply and natural hazards. This work should continue while the framework is 
developed.   
 

47. Officials will continue to develop work relating to the framework and individual pieces of 
central direction. Further advice on national direction is expected to be provided in late 
2014. 
 

                                                       

                                                                                             
                                                                                      
                                                                                      
                                                                                        
                                                                                   
                                                                 
 

                                                                                               
                                                                                        
                                                                                 
                                                                                        
                                                                                      
                                                                                
                                                                                            
                                       
 

                                                                                        
                                                                                    
                                                                                
                                                                                        
                                                                                    
                                                                          

 

                                                             
 

                                       
 

                                                
 

                                                                   
 

                                                                                
                                                      

 
                                       

 

                                       
 

                                                                                         
                                                                                       
                                                                               

 
                                                                                     

                                                                                            
                                                                                  
                                             

 

Improving the system’s processes  

Withheld under s9(2)(f)(iv)
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52. The current reform programme has implemented, and proposes to implement 
improvements in the processes associated with the RM system. These changes are 
expected to improve the system, but there may be further opportunities for 
improvement.  
 

53. In recent years, changes have been made to the planning process in response to 
particular situations, as outlined in the below table. While there are some differences in 
approach between each one, the changes were all made to enable faster decision 
making and make the system more responsive.  
 

Situation 
and year 

Issue Changes made 

Environment 
Canterbury 
(ECan) 
changes1, 
2010 

Poor past history of 
freshwater management 
and in meeting statutory 
consent processing 
timeframes under the 
RMA.2 

ECan commissioners given additional 
powers to allow them to expeditiously 
resolve resource management planning 
issues. 

Canterbury 
Earthquake 
response3, 
2011 

Recovery from the 
Canterbury earthquakes 
would be hindered by usual 
planning timeframes. 

The Act enabled a Recovery Strategy 
and Recovery Plans to be developed 
which relevant resource management 
documents must give effect to until April 
2016. These can direct changes in 
planning documents which endure 
beyond April 2016.  

Auckland 
Unitary 
Plan, 20134 

Creating the Auckland 
Unitary Plan under usual 
processes was expected to 
take up to ten years. 

A streamlined process was developed to 
reduce the time taken to make the plan 
operative and to help the Auckland 
Council establish a coherent policy and 
regulatory framework that reduces 
complexity and fragmentation from 
having multiple RMA plans. 

Housing 
Accords and 
Special 
Housing 
Areas Act 
2013 

Insufficient housing supply 
and delays caused by the 
regulatory process 

Provides a streamlined consenting 
process for developments within 
specified areas.  

Christchurch 
District Plan, 
20145 

Current District Plans were 
not designed to cope with 
the level of activity currently 
being undertaken and it 
could take up to ten years 
to review them through the 
usual process. This delay 
would hinder the recovery.  

A streamlined process (similar to the 
Auckland Unitary Plan) was developed 
to reduce the time taken to develop the 
new plan, which will assist the rebuild of 
Christchurch. 

 

                                                
1
      Changes were made through the Environment Canterbury (Temporary Commissioner and Improved Water 

Management) Act 2010. 

2
            CAB Min (10) 11/11 refers 

3
           Changes were made through the Canterbury Earthquake Recovery Act 2011. 

4
            Changes made through amendments to the Resource Management Act, Local Government Act and the Local 

Government Official Information and Meetings Amendment Act.  

5
            Changes were made through an Order in Council under the Canterbury Earthquake Recovery Act 2011. Cabinet 

Minutes (13) 42/23 and (14) 23/20 refer. 
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IN-CONFIDENCE 

T2014/1500 : Update on Work Underway on the Resource Management System Page 13 
 

IN-CONFIDENCE 

There may be improvements that can be made to the wider system, based on the experience 
developing and implementing the bespoke initiatives outlined above. It is expected that this 
work could generate outcomes in the short term, as it will build on work that is already 
undertaken on these systems to date. As some of these initiatives are still being 
implemented, further recommendations may also be provided for the next few years.  

Next Steps 

54. Regular advice will be provided to Ministers as this work develops. In some cases, this 
will focus on a particular aspect of the work programme, such as a report on future 
central direction which is expected later this year. We also intend to provide you an 
update on the whole work programme in late 2014.  
 

55. You may wish to discuss the opportunities for improving the system in the short term, 
or the broader work programme before the report is provided. Please advise if you 
would like a further update or meeting in the meantime.  
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Approved by 27 May2014 

on behalf of 

© Beca 2014 (unless Beca has expressly agreed otherwise witl1 the Client in writing). 

This report has been prepared by Beca on the specific instructions of our Client. It is solely for our Client's use for tile purpose for whict 
it is intended in accordance with the agreed scope of work. Any use or reliance by any person contrary to the above, to which Beca ha~ 
not given its prior written consent, is at that person's own risk. 
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1 Executive Summary 

There is opportunity to standardise rules relating to residential activities in ~<t?'7P~ns prepareO(_~~he 
Resource Management Act 1991 (RMA). ~ ~ ~ V 
We have assessed nine district plans of various ages looking for ,~~.CS~ndardisetesi ~ les or 
exclusions that could be included in a national template or nation~m'ental standar\~~ he RMA. 

Certainty in the planning process leads to reduced costs~T~~ the discreti o..~ioedYo matters in 
plans the more time and delay is associated with meetin ~ 

Our findin~s are.that there is no sing~la~ approach to ~in · istrict planA~ xa~~ned ~ad positive 
and negat1ve po1nts. Effects-based d1stnct plans t cte~b::bfVllore coll).P~~~?Jdmm1strat1on and 
construction, as opposed to more prescriptive p ctr-1 -tRaCe ntrolled ef~isting activities. 

There is a clear opportunity to standardise~:o~ Cl(stfi plan defim ·a~ ia interpretation . Knowing what 
is meant by the terms 'accessory buildin!1J~F~~~'evel' or 'b 1 ei h ' without having to orientate 
yourself to a plan would reduce complia~~ and impr ·s cy in RMA implementation. 

The control of subdivision lends it~~ater free~o t ol under the RMA, particularly as it relates 
to engineering standards. Pr&~~f~ ngineeringsta a s such as road gradients or driveway widths 
could be excluded from distri~. ideration. ~ 

A common zoning ap~pa~ be adopt ~plate plan to allow clea'e' unde,standing of mles 

Clearer ~unction~! dl}tie ~ tw en regio(~~~l'ict councils would avoid duplication of resource 
consentmg requt~~~A ~ 
Some stai)-~S~ctivities:{e\!.~lad } · elude defining the minimum residential unit size, the definition of 
home o<(I4B'a'9~ setting h~nilnu1 number of carparks at 1. There is also an opportunity for a 
stand ;'ts~itted buil in ~e e for residential activities at varying densities. 

F u~i~igation o~im i ions of u'ban design 'equirements is necessa'y with a suggestion to lim it 
the matte~ to~;~~~ o trol could be applied, and standard rules and/or assessment criteria applied 
as developmen~ ~ ssess non-compliance. 

c§f 
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6·6 Standa · 6.7 U rdlsed activities 
rban design 

6.8 Fl .b ex1 ility 
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2 Introduction 

The Treasury has commissioned this report to provide advice on the pote ~O)t~ndardise rul~ 
exclusions relating to residential activities that could be included in a nat(&l k!efuf>Je or natio ~ 
environmental standard under the Resource Management Act 1991 ( M&). ""'V 

3 The Context 

0 

Those seeking to provide for residential activities m e lstfate that t ei~ls meet the provisions 

3.1 The District Plan ~ ~ 

of the relevant district plan. In general this means~~h~ ~fcts of ~e~pq:Jent (including the effects of 
the uses or activities that the development w~~i le) are le~in6r. 

A council can determine an activity to b~~~troll~d, ~cretionary, discretionary, non-
complying or prohibited (refer s87A RM~ 0 

Rules in a district plan contro~or r ~~~ · ctivities, or sey~ e standards to address the adverse 
effects of activities. If an activit~ 'l ~t om ply with ~~ I e generally a resource consent (or 
development approval) is re~~ ~ ~ 

In evaluating resource co / nr:a);J;fations t~. ~11~ ilm st decide the extent of effects, if there are affected 
parties, and whether t '\;> ·@?t has ga~·n ~ten approval of such parties (refer ss95A-95E RMA). 

A resource con~~~~ ion may b~~~ on a non-notified basis, with limited notification to affected 
parties, or with ~-~ notification. 1'1~tif1ed applications are quicker and less costly to process. 

3.2 ~nviro~tandards 
Na~i ~'4_r~~ental st~~.ir~~~egulations issued under ss43 and 44 RMA and apply nationally. They 
ca ~'e'~~'technic~a~. ~\.,methods or other requirements for environmental matters. Each regional, 
city or l~ict council s nf r- · e the same standard. For example, the terms and conditions of a district 
plan may deal o~~ 1~ ~ of the activity that are different from those dealt with in the standard (s43A(5) 
RMA). In some 1~ ta ces, councils can impose stricter standards (but only if prescribed by the standard 
(s43B RMA). 

If an act'vit significant adverse effect on the environment, a national environmental standard must not 
r state the activity is a permitted activity (s43A(3) RMA). 

Under proposed changes to the RMA as part of the 2013 RMA reforms, national environmental standards 
will be able to be targeted to geographical areas or regions. 

3.3 Template Plan 

As part of the 2013 RMA reforms consideration was given to the adoption of a national template that would 
guide districUregional policy statements and plans under the RMA. The template intended is to standardise 
planning documents, while still allowing specific local issues to be addressed through locally-developed plan 
content. The template is intended to provide a common structure, format and definitions. 

uneeca Beca //27 May 2014 
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4 Methodology 

Our approach in this study, specified by The Treasury, was too /(/;, ~ ~ 
• Review at least nine proposed district plans or recently operative pta~iain if theRe <ljl(:~ 

activities which could form the basis of common activity status~~~~evel. Th~~hclude 
plans for Auckland, Hamilton, Wellington and Christchurch. V '\) 

• Focus on improving housing supply, identifying common attribute t may bez-H~!tabl f a generic rule 
or exclusion under the RMA that could be applied natio ~- These rules c~beirt:~plemented throug~ 
the national template proposed as part of the 2013 R ('ef'Q[_'Ui§:;or a naa io nvi[-omhental standard. 

• Investigate standard permitted activities (e.g. resid ~rpa ~g require eflt~' ~Gle access 
requirements, bulk and location, urban design, !)om ~tion, etc) p~~"trol17CJ or restricted 
discretionary activities (e.g. garages in front y fd~s· ·eltial car~~~ "granny flats", removable 

buildings, earthworks, etc). ~ ~ V 

Table 1 outlines the nine district plans, ~~ - and 2"d ans prepared under the RMA, 
which were assessed by this report. ~ 

""''~t<>•~hoor 2004, Proposed Plan Change 18 -
.r. i'l,tnhr.>hon<'i""' residential developments: Operative ./ 

Operative November 2005 

District Plan currently being reviewed as required by the 
Greater Christchurch Land Use Plan 

For each of the district plans we identified: 
• Definition distinctions 
• The nature of zoning descriptions for residential zones 
• Activity status in residential zones of: 

- Residential activities and structures 
- Commercial activities (e.g. child care facilities, health care facilities, home occupation, homestay; 
- Community activities and structures (e.g. Marae, places of worship, schools, community centres; 
- Generic activities (e.g. temporary activities, relocatable dwellings) 

uneeca Beca 1/27 May 2014 
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• Performance standards for permitted residential activities in the following categories: 
- General residential 

- Medium density residential ~ ~ 
- High density residential 

• Subdivision suitability, and allotment shape and size ~ (? ("\ 
There are aspects we may have overlooked in our analysis. We hn~he) st of our ~~o make 
valid comparisons between the plans. Our analysis of the district~c :>ntained in Ap,~~. 

5 Findings 

The n~ture of the findings of our investigation follow . ev tfa~ighlighte~~~ 
analys". ~ '0J ~ 

5.1 Varied nature of the plan~~ ~ 
Each of the district plans assessed was4J~~rent~·n ~~~sibility and approach. There was 
no standardised layout or form . A plan ori~ process a ·rea for each plan to understand how 
activities or effects of activities we ;e~t lated by the dZ~ es. The national template plan approach 
proposed for the 2013 RMA ref ~W@a dress these~ 

5.2 Number of z~ com ~g objectives 

We categorised resid ·~ies into ger(e~ e 'dential, medium density and high destiny. However 
there were varian;r5 ~r ~m1 logy and ~ sidential, e.g: 

• Proposed Au~kYana 1tary Plan: si~ e zone, large lot zone, mixed housing zone, terrace housing 
and apartfh~_nt b ·1 · g zone. A 

• Ha t 1 an: Gene ~ tal, Large Lot, Medium Density Residential, Residential 
• Ch~ist r b G.i y ian: Living'Z~ 1A, 1B, H, HA, HB, 2, 3, 4A, 4B, 4C, etc 

• 

1 

M .. u ~ res~den ·~~~. 
There was no stan a s@ proach to zoning or use of zones. 

The objecti~e ~n 1al zones can be charactedsed as 

• Pro~~-if!R_"1Qr e housing needs of the community within a low I medium I high density residential 
env1 O(ll'n~fl 

• Ena fij_~t er land uses that provide facilities or services to meet the day to day needs of residents. 

In some cases large lot residential was provided for where residential housing was in a rural setting. Such 
zoning preserved, and minimised impacts on, environmentally sensitive locations and scenic qualities. They 
also sought to minimise reverse sensitivity conflicts. 

5.3 Effects-based verse activities-based plans 

Wellington City and Christchurch City are more environmentally effects-based in terms of their development 
control. Other plans specify activities and the controls to apply to those activities. 

uneeca Beca II 27 May 2014 
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This has meant it is somewhat difficult to make comparisons of the Wellington and Christchurch City Plans 
with other district plans which control activities per se. 

5.4 Activity status /0 ~ ~ 
There was a wide variety of treatment of similar activities. For exam~, ~~~uildings ~~rtified 
as permitted, controlled and restricted discretionary activities. The/ eal:eCUlttle justife~ti r t e 
different treatment in terms of the environmental effects of the a~ ""\/ 

5.5 Definitions ~ 
Each district plan contained its own interpretation of d~~~s for w~ 
notprovidedbys2RMA. ~ ~~ 

Across plans a variety of definitions were provi e $::J ~ 

~ • Accessory Buildings (all plans) 
• Height (all plans) 
• Site (all plans) 
• Home occupation (all plans exJ.e'RfH.t.!_tt C1 y and Chr"s c · which covers it by hours of operation) 
• Ground level (although Hutt 5t~~d~d this in th {ffni 10 f Height) 

• Net site area (not used eiiiPQte;n City) \___) 
• Habitable room (although otpryvi~dby Hutt ~~ 

• Residential Unit, Hou e ii(Resident!_a@ui di nd Dwelling (all plans) 
• Setback, side yardrfrQ_I1t)t rear yard,ifci~t~· , riR_arian yard (not common amongst plans) 

• Visitor Accom~~~ "ail oardi~~~ :~-..V 
The most confu~ons were ardb~ twas defined as ground level. 

5.6 1 y unn~control 
A h~~~scriptio~~ired by many of the plans. For example: 

• ~~nance, r~ •. ~inor alternation of existing buildings was identified as a permitted activity, 
but for the Terr~~nt Zone of the Proposed Auckland Unitary Plan it was a restricted 
discretionary 19l~ity'~n activity requiring resource consent to which the council has restricted its 
discretion ertafn ~tters 

• specific e ity e ts for cycle parking where garaging wasn't provided but again it varied to between 1 
per~ 1 p~r 4 units. 

It may ~e \ een hat a high level of prescription leads to unnecessary control of activities and could impact on 
affordability. 

5. 7 Home occupations 

Home based business was variously treated from permitted, controlled, restricted discretionary and full 
discretionary in different plans. In Tauranga it was only permitted in high density residential, yet in Hamilton it 
was a discretionary activity in medium density. Auckland, Upper Hutt, Hutt City, Wellington, and Palmerston 
North permitted home based business in all residential zones. Home based business was a controlled 
activity in Queenstown Lakes, and in in Christchurch City it was deemed permitted, but with significant 
permitted activity compliance standards, particularly in relation to parking, hours of operation, etc, that made 
it difficult to be sure. There was little in the way of justification for why different definitions occurred or 
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different standards for aspects such as hours of operation, number of car parks required (including addition 
car parking when no addition people worked on the site), how many people who didn't reside on the site 
could work at the residence, etc. Enforceability of some of the standards w//~e ~uestionable. ~ 

5.8 Child care facilities ~ (?~ 
In some zones child care for up to 5 children required resource co9s-ejl ~~tans mad~~~~at 
effects were being controlled or why. Child care for 6 or more wast ei3t d as a permitte~·.\Ootr~d or 
restricted discretionary activ'y in lower dens•y areas and when t~':):.g den~s~o did the 
discretion as to appropriateness. ~ ~ 

5.9 Managed care facilities 120 ~ (J 
Different thresholds were identified for managed a_~Yicare f1 _1if&-\:::. ·ng resource consent- 9, 

10 and 11 people were set as thresholds. ~ ~~~ 

5.10 Agedcarefacilities A~ ~\;> 
Aged care facilities were not well provid~Jing gener "b d as discretionary activities. 
Associated Health Care facilities~ regarded in ~~es as non-complying activities in the 

5.11 Regional v · · uncil ~ 
samezomng. =~ ~ 

In some plans (name ~ ellingto~ ~ton North and Queenstown) there were controls for 
earthworks and th~t~ :age o hazardou~anCJ s. This resulted in a crossover of regional counci l 
consenting func~~~~ llington, re~\~ent from the regional council is also required where larger 
amounts of eart_ny ·, undertaken. V 

There wls}l'~d applicati~e)hresholds such as volume, cut height, fill depth or slope angle 
requirin~~v.;lington ~~le:._,<:Ufarthworks on slopes greater than 34' while others controlled it at 
45'~~varied fr~~4m. Volumes varied from 50m' per s•e to 500m' . 

5.1~sity · · ns 

For low density 6r4e r esidential zones the minimum land area varied from 350m2 to 500m2 of land per 
unit- with 450ryl~~ most common. Site coverage could vary from 35% to 40% (although there were 
outliers). Si~(af}y ~iJ ing heights varied from 8-10m. Many of the density provisions related to local 
circum(tC)~ standardisation would be difficult. 

5.13 ~um residential unit size 

There was a wide variance on minimum residential unit sizes: 

• Studio Units: 30m2 to 45m2 

• 1 Bedroom Units: 35m2 to 55m2 

• 2 Bedroom Units: 40m2 to 80m2 
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5.14 Yards 

Controls were placed on the proximity of houses to roads and neighbours. Front yards also varie~, pending 
on the nature of the road fronted and the terrain of the location. Side yards~~hing from 1-

3m. ~ ~ 

: ::: p~:r ~:;::;:~paces per un;t, but the major;ty of plans~ "'1 space p r u~~ 
occupations required 1 additional parking space (sometim~:ii~i~pace per loyeelwith no 
distinguishing between those living on or off site). Noma i drri er of parki s ces eq uired were 

;denbf;ed © 
5.16 Noise ~ /Z~ 
Noise provisions varied. Universally for gene~~~ti I zones,~\:7q 15min) or 50 dBA (L 10) was 
identified as the day time noise limit. Alt:~t~ e-was some va · ~ n-ttie use of measurement units 
from dBA Leq, dBL (aeq 15min), dBL M~ ~~ 

5.17 Subdivision ~v 
There was some clear standa~d[s>JitJ.~ ubdivisio~~~~or example maximum slope gradients of 
1:5. But driveway widths~~ (Auckland. ~C\tY;"Christchurch) or 3.5m (Hamilton and 

Palmerston North). '::::2) ~ 

5.18 Fences t e Stre~ 
Some councils ~ rr · Yo 'see thro~Q]Iity for fences- to address crime prevention issues. Others 
had no sucl quir 1e t. V 

5.19 esignc~ 
As ~i of the re ~~~creased so did the control or discretion placed on urban 
desig'n~ters. Comp e n~i~sidential development saw the greatest controls, and left a high degree of 
discretion for coun~ ~i er the effects of development .. Sound development approval processes 
should incorpo~~brQ_& ement of design review to mitigate poor outcomes. Prescription has progressed to 
the point w~?,F U!e1~tle pt to pick all elements ~f design rather than just the critical points and use other 
means out~hVIan to encourage best pract,ce. 

5.20 ~omplying activities 

In simp~s, a non-complying activity is an activity discouraged in a zone - it must be assessed as 
having either minor adverse effects or not be contrary to the objectives and policies of the plan (s1 040 
RMA). Appropriately many district plans identified industrial activities in residential zones as non-complying. 
Some plans identified quite prescriptive noncompliance of activities, e.g. produce selling stalls. 

5.21 Non notification or limited notification 

ln2009 the RMA was amended to change the presumption of notification- that is, the RMA now presumes 
that resource consents will be non-notified. 
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5.22 First versus Second generation District Plans 

A hypothesis has been proposed elsewhere that second generation district plans were better than ljr-st 
generation. In looking at nine district plans we didn't find this to be case. S~~.P{ the first generatfo~lan 
were simple in layout and application (for example Upper Hutt), leading t 1H~in , consiste~~e of 

use. ~ 

5.23 Lack of flexibility ~ '\> 
Prescriptive zoning has been adopted by all plans. The pla~ye -~ot oeen regu@~'r(¥r ie ea or changed. 
Commonly the plans have waited 10 years before review f!dll$~at is not fle~lt?,l~d an not be adapted 
to meet the needs of residents and developers is likelyA'¥;~er those s~~:r have rigid zoning 
requirements and push residential development into n~~~~d areas u~ti~o the city centre. As 
such none of the residential provisions highligh~e ~7-~ity in appli ·on~ ification of zoning has no1 
been adopted with second generation planning ~i ~0-.ijs zoning ha b n eJgetantly adopted with only the 
proposed Auckland Unitary Plan identifying s(~ · iUt . ~ 

In the situation of Christchurch this infle~-Qi~~ en reco~is Yt~tt e introduction of the Enhanced 
Development Mechanism through the La Rd"use ecovery 5 · r~d under the Canterbury Earthquake 
Recovery Act. The "new mechanis~he 1stchur~6it Pla'fl rovides for enhanced development of 
sites over 1 ,500m2

, making efficie-Q._t<iJS~ee, o available s ace>!h'ra'i:m) innovative design to suit the site and 
neighbourhood. To qualify, s~~Md'to e close ~s1 ~s~ ntres, open space and public transport. 
Developments must also be ~~s~ ed and en u(e[A,abany effects are confined to the site. This 
mechan;sm ;s ava;lable ~<!j¥2 and Liv~'h.S medium dens;ly zones. 

6 """""""""datio ~ 
Based ~~lnQi!) s we ide~ifv._aR._~>Ji rtunity to exclude activities and standardise activities from 
consi)i ~o Y,:th e RMA. In 11\r~Cb rnendations further benefit cost assessment and evidence is 
ne e~ te~ k more cl~1 problem identified. 

6.1 Excl~bdivision engineering standards 

Subdivision a§)a~ctivity has a high degree of commonality and prescription. Subdivision is essentially a 
process of .ffivlclliJg~ ~arcel of land or a building into one or more further parcels, or changing an existing 
boundr_~~~ Subdivision, in and of itself, does not change the land use or environmental effects 
genera~ Sl e. 

Some district plans included engineering standards as part of the plan, and others had a code of practice 
that stands outside the district plan. While having engineering standards as part of a district plan provides 
certainty this approach does have some disadvantages. Engineering standards increase the size and 
complexity of the plan, and fail to allow innovative planning approaches. Further, the prescribed standards 
often address matters not necessary to achieve the purpose of the RMA 

Engineering standards, once in the plan, can only be changed by variation or plan change. It is doubtful 
whether technical standards of this nature should be set through a district plan process. We recommend that 
reference be made to published New Zealand Standards within the district plan, namely the New Zealand 
Handbook - Subdivision for People and the Environment (SNZ HB 44:2201) published by Standards New 
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Zealand, which provides alternative environmental approaches and encourages creativity in the design 
process. New Zealand Standard NZS 4404:2010 land development and subdivision infrastructure 
encourages sustainable development and design that emphasises liveability Jl9d environmental qy,a11W. It 
incorporates up to date design principles such as low impact design s~luti n~d)tormwater ma~~~~t 
and urban design principles as well as covering requirements for earthw~t1 1eo~hnical ne~ roa~and 
other infrastructure needs. Cross referencing external standards cou · ~d realer flexibilit~~n 
consistency among district plans. ~ ~ 

6.2 Activities based planning clearer V 
A template that standardises approaches should be sup o · 2 ~ s-based m: ically more 

recommend the adoption of a more traditional plan ifl§ a of spec~ · i es . 

6.3 Common zoning ~~ ~ 
In picking up each plan it was clear that diff~ 41P~;>roache~to o~ applied. A standardised 
approach or multi-pick approach could ~dRte,cfSimilar to . ~the United Kingdom with residential 
areas describe as: ~ 

: ~;;~:~:~~i~=~~:1nti~a ® @~ 
• High density residenti I 
• Medium density reside f ~"-..__) 

• Large lot residenti ~ ~ 

Local characteriJ~ ~ e applied Wit~ nity overlays, allowing for communities to establish what 
was important irl't r e characteriStiV neighbourhood. 

6.4 ,/.(~ defin~ terminology use 

Defjn~~~~ ~ere p~~;~ooking across the district plans. A common set of definitions should be 

aprJti~~ly for~he. ol_!p~'niatters: 

• Accessory Build'll'g 

• Height ~ 
• Site ~ 
• Ground e I') 

• Hom,.e-oe~~on 
• Restdtfnt'i<?f' 1t 
• Visito~ modation 
• Residential Care Facilities 
• Community Care Facilities 
• Boarding Housing 

Noise is an area where there is no common standard practice in its management. While this is not an issue 
for improving housing supply, there is an opportunity, when addressing the above definitions, to provide 
consistency and ease of administration. 
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6.5 Clearer functional responsibilities 

A duplication of regional versus district rule requirements occurred in the area of hazardous subs/<s and 

earthworks. ffi" M 
6.5.1 Hazardoussubstances ~V ~ 
Section 142 of Hazardous Substances and New Organisms Act (biS ~icfes that R ns ments can 
only include more stringent requirements than HSNO when they ~~de red 'necess~rt e purposes 
of the RMA. ~ ~ar~ 
Further the regional policy statement under the RMA m ~?e'Whith local thOt:~ s he responsibility 
for preventing or mitigating any adverse effects of the ~o~.%'s1. disposalt~~ ation of hazardous 
substances (s62(1)(i)(ii) RMA). · ~ V ~ 
Despite this guidance we witnessed overlap~· th0~~fnents and4a~on of hazardous substances 
controls. Proposals contained in the 2013 I) r s to remo~~ie1t function for councils to 
hazardous substances will address this att i rt. ~~\J 

6.5.2 Earthworks ~ ~v 
Regional councils and territori'-" t~e are respo sibQfe~ntrolling different aspects of earthworks 
activities. The Quality Planiii g .E$sjte as clear .~~ i a this matter ... "Consequently, councils need to 
direct specific attention to~Vrp~chanisny~ o manage areas of potential overlap and to 
ensure that unnecessary ~· n of conse'!_!.!!Wfe in relation to earthwork activities is avoided.» 

Despite this guidanc~~ lear overl~ 

In the case of th ~~~ A~ckland ~~~further complications occurred. What were previously 
district plan rules eci¢je regional rul~~.~~: of the provisions under s86B RMA these regional 
planning rul s ad · o:rediate le~~e~ 

Clarity ~":til to control~~/should be required. To address this situation, regional councils can 
ma~ li"" use ~t olicy statements to help clarify respecti"" functional responsibilities. 

6.6 ~ndar~ttvities 
We have identip~~~9er of activities or performance standards we believe would benefit from further 
investigation~~ st andardisation. 

6.6.1 ~.;g., unit size 

We rec6~1 consideration of a common minimum size residential unit as follows: 

each residential unit has a minimum net floor area, excluding terraces, garages, sundecks and veranda's, 
as follows: 

• Studio 35m2 

• 1 Bedroom 45m2 

• 2 Bedroom 70m2 

• 3 or more Bedrooms 90m2 

We consider this will aid development of affordable housing options by allowing common plans to be 
developed by national housing providers. 

uneeca 8eca 1127 May 2014 
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6.6.2 Permitted building envelop 

· /0~ 
~ •'' 

~ Fig"rn 1~p•m"''' lruUdiog oowlop 

6.6.3 Hom~@n ~ 
A comm o · o how hom CJ1 tion is addressed should be promoted. This could be a single standar~'2 r~f outlini~efinition for what is a home oooupation, no matter if located in 

Au~<}o~~ngton ~"\? 
6.6.4~ar parkin~(?~ 
Car parking tre~~n ~e standardised. But should this be 1 or 2 car parks per residential unit? Car 
parking take~ si~fic ui't land supply and as such it is recommended, to increase land supply, that a 
maximu~fo~ ~rk be required and no additional parking be required for home occupations. This has 
the adde I;) 1effl of encouraging public transport use and reducing traffic congestion in major urban areas. 

6.7 design 

Urban design controls have the potential to significantly add to the cost of developments. There is potential 
to limit the matters to which design control could be applied and use a standard set of rules and/or 
assessment criteria as development standards to assess non-compliance with the likes of: 

• building height 
• sunlight and outlook for neighbours 
• street scene 
• separation from neighbours 
• minimum unit size/mix of units 
• building coverage 

uueeca Boca //27 May 2014 
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• ground floor habitable space 
• outdoor living space 
•. service, storage and waste minimisation spaces ~ 

landscaping and tree planting 
• noise attenuation ~ 

6.8 Flexibility /z~v 
A degree of flexibility is sought to provide for future use chang~~ognise di 
reviewed within 10 years of their life. Broad mixed use zo?ns,s.h uld be encoura 
density areas. The approach, as proposed through the ,a~ lis ~covery P 
Enhanced Development Mechanism, could similarly b apptfe · other loca io_~ 
take the form of a floating zone proposed at a natio e . ~ 

~~ 
~~ ~ ~ 

~@~ 
~~ 
~ 

liiBeca 

~ 
;q~rare~ 

, in p~rticular in high 
'st6hurch for the 

· mechanism could 
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Reference: T2014/1807 SH-10-6-1-3 

 

 

Date: 28 October 2014 

 

 

To: Minister for Regulatory Reform (Hon Steven Joyce) 

 

 
Deadline: 5.40pm, 28 October 2014 
(if any) 

 

 

Aide Memoire: Resource Management Act Reform 

You have requested some information on the current proposed Resource Management 

(RM) reform package and Auckland Council paper on potential RM reform options. We 

are scheduled to meet with you later today to discuss this material in more detail.  

 

Current Resource Management Reform 

 

The current reform package was agreed by Cabinet in the middle of 2013 [Cab Min 

(13) 15/8 refers] but has not yet been through LEG and introduced to the House. This 

package is the latest in a series of on-going reforms aimed at improving the system.  

 

The reform package is wide ranging and focuses on: 

• Improved decision making 

• Greater national consistency and direction 

• Streamline development 

• Reduce costs of development 

A summary of the proposed reform package is provided in the attached A3.  

 

Auckland Council Paper on Potential Reform Options 

 

Auckland Council has suggested potential areas for further reform of the Resource 

Management Act. Officials from Treasury, the Ministry of Business, Innovation and 

Employment (MBIE) and the Ministry for the Environment (MfE) have met with 

Auckland Council officials to discuss this paper.  

 

MfE is actively exploring the proposals to consider the appropriateness of their 

inclusion in the reform package, in whole or in part. The Minister for the Environment is 

aware of the proposals and that officials have met, however no formal briefing has 

been provided on the proposals or any potential changes to the reforms.  

 

The remainder of this aide memoire outlines these areas and initial thinking on each. In 

summary, the Auckland Council proposals are generally consistent with the intent of 

the current RM reform package (e.g. improving processes and decision making).  

However, most of the proposals are not included in the reform package as currently 
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agreed, but may be useful to support the current reforms. Some of the proposals could 

be included as part of the implementation of the proposed reform package (e.g. 

inclusion in the national planning template). Note that further work would be required 

before recommendations could be provided. 

 

One area that will need particular consideration is whether these proposals will be as 

beneficial for all councils, as they are for Auckland (e.g. smaller councils with fewer 

resources). 

 

Policy Development 

 

Topic Summary                  

Plan making Amend Schedule 1 

process 

                                       

                                     

                                         

                                          

            

Private plan 

changes 

Provide councils 

the ability to reject 

private plan 

changes in the five 

years following a 

district plan review. 

                                     

                                      

                                     

                                             

               

Thresholds for 

permitted activities 

Central government 

specification of 

activities that do not 

require a consent 

                                        

                                        

                                            

                      

Activity status Fewer 

consent/activity 

classes 

                                      

                                            

                                        

                                          

                                   

           

Matters for control 

and discretion 

Remove details 

about discretion in 

plans 

                                       

                                 

Unitary plans Remove the need 

for Regional Policy 

Statement where 

there is a unitary 

plan/joint plan 

                                        

                                  

                                     

           

Provisions having 

immediate legal 

effect 

Limiting the type of 

rules and policies 

which have 

immediate legal 

impact 

                                       

                                         

                                 

              

 

Withheld under s9(2)(f)(iv)
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Resource Consents 

 

Topic  Summary                  

Notification 

determinations 

Require increased 

clarity around when 

notification is 

needed. Allow 

limited notification. 

                                           

                                         

                   

Substantive 

decisions 

Only consider Part 

Two in the Plan 

making, not 

consenting 

decisions. 

                                   

                                           

                            

Rights of appeal Remove rights of 

appeal (except 

points of law) when 

decisions are made 

by independent 

commissioners. 

                                  

                                         

Rights of 

representation in 

appeals 

Limit 

representation in 

appeals. 

                                  

                

Fast track consents Requires councils 

to develop policies 

for fast tracking 

minor consents.  

                                   

                

 

Consultation 

 

This aide memoire was developed in consultation with the Ministry of Business, 

Innovation and Employment and the Ministry for Environment. It draws heavily on 

previous work undertaken by these agencies.  

 

 

Kelly Chapman, Senior Analyst, Natural Resources, 04 890 7269 

Melody Guy, Manager, Natural Resources, Natural Resources, 04 917 6059 
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